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Work & Education 
 

Education 
Birmingham City University (Sep 2011 – June 2014) 
1:1 degree awarded in: BSc Hons – Computer Games Technology 

 Individual Project. Thesis: “An Exploration of Motives for eSports to 
improve Competitive Game Design”. 

 
Employment History 
Game Developer – HELM Programme (May 2015 – January 2018) 
Next Generation people engagement technologies. 

 “The traditional methods of engaging with each other in the workplace 
are broken. The HELM programme seeks to fix them. HELM is an 
innovative new solution utilising Game Technologies that delivers 
people engagement solutions for Global Corporate Organisations.” 
(www.applio.net). 

 
Student Academic Partner, Birmingham City University, 
Birmingham (2012 – 2013) 

 Development of a framework for applying the principles of 
gamification to academically challenging modules. 

Personal Statement  
 

A hardworking individual, extremely fast learning with a 
tenacious attitude to new challenges and a strong 
determination to effectively overcome difficulties. 
 
Delved into areas of AI, Physics, 3D Graphics, Audio and 
Networking in order to complete game titles developed 
throughout work, education and personal projects.  
 
Proficient in debugging having conquered many of 
those pesky logic errors!  
 
Seeking a position amongst other passionate individuals 
that will provide an opportunity for me to expand my 
technical skill set whilst developing exceptional 
interactive games.  
 

Technical Summary   

Languages: 
 

Strong experience with: C#, PHP, HTML 
Further experience with: XNA, C++, 
UnityScript, Java, Objective-C, JavaScript, 
CSS, VB, VB.Net, ActionScript 2.0, Haxe, 
XML 

Operating 
Systems: 

Windows 98, XP, Vista, 7, 8 
Mac v10.6, Linux Ubuntu, iOS, Android 

Applications: • MS Visual C++, Visual Studio 2008 – 
Current. 
• Adobe – Photoshop, Dreamweaver, 
Flash. 
• NetBeans, Xcode 

Game Engines 
/Tools: 

Unreal, Unity, Games Maker, Hammer,  
XNA, StencylWorks, , Irrlicht, WebGL 

Other: Unity Networking, TCP/IP, VoIP, VLAN, 
SSL Security, managing social media sites. 

Further Accomplishments  

 
Within the top 3 winning teams presenting our game title “The Eye of 

Moscow” in the Microsoft Imagine Cup UK 2013  
Regional Finals (2013) 

 
“There seemed to be horror in the air at our UK finals. Eye of Moscow, 

like Praxis, developed a horror game based on a true Russian story, but, 
this time, were trying to aim it at the 14-17 age range. They wanted 

people of a younger age (with horror games usually rated 18+) to have a 
great experience whilst also getting scared! The team described a 

haunting story set in Chernobyl, of a doctor who has turned crazy due to 
a leak of poisonous substance in an underground hospital. He believes 
his family are still alive and goes in search of them, but will he discover 

the truth of their whereabouts and uncover the story?! With creaky 
doors and disturbing hallucinations of ‘grudge-like’ young girls, even the 

judges were engrossed by the teams story and were all scared by the 
end of it!“ 

  

 
Category Finalist for Birmingham Metropolitan Star Awards (2011) 

 
“Tanya fully immersed herself in her studies so that she met all her 
deadlines and could produce work of a high standard. She was also 

always willing to help her fellow students by sharing her notes and ideas 
with them as well as acting as a student representative for the group. 
With ambitions of becoming a programmer in the future, Tanya has 

gone on to Birmingham City University to study Computer Games 
Technology”. 

 

Key Skills  

 
 Can produce a game in 24-48 hours as proven 

during many game jam events! 

 Excellent writing and communication skills (both 
verbal and written). 

 Strong analytical and problem-solving skills. 

 Able to apply myself to a wide range of tasks and 
learn quickly. 

 Keen interest in learning new skills and improving 
my current skillset. 

 Experience playing games on multiple platforms: 
Mobile, Handheld, Console & PC. 

 Experience playing multiple genres of games: 
MMO, Moba, RPG, Handheld, FPS, Voxel. 
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Game Titles / Projects   

Pratchett’s Legacy  
2D Platformer 
( https://youtu.be/-8-pKI-w6lQ ) 

[EGX Rezzed 2015 Entry] 2D Platformer based around the passing of the legendary Terry Pratchett. The player 
takes on the role of Terry Pratchett himself, exploring fantasy style worlds within his dream state. We 
incorporated realistic elements of his life, in particular we wanted to concentrate on teaching younger children 
about Alzheimers which Terry suffered from. So throughout the levels he is constantly battling against his 
condition to find his lost keys and pages to progress to the next level. Eventually he finds himself climbing the 
stairs to heaven with a dedication that his name will always live on. 
 

Team Size: 5         Tools: Unity Game Engine         Languages: C#          Project Duration: 24 Hours 

Frostfire  
Arcade Shooter 
( http://youtu.be/Z9fDisgFhgg ) 

 

[Global Game Jam 2015 Entry] - Collaborative tactical positioning game based around obstacle avoidance and 
constant communication. This is a game of waves where the ruthless orbs of doom continue to appear in 
greater numbers than ever before! 
 

Team Size: 3         Tools: Unity Game Engine         Languages: C#          Project Duration: 48 Hours 

The Eye of Moscow  
Survival Horror 
( http://youtu.be/SAGl-dAYf10 ) 

 

First person survival horror game, the player takes on the role of a scientist whom awakens stranded in an 
abandoned research facility. Only armed with a torch they must overcome the horrors as they uncover the 
story behind what remains of their family. The development team comprised of two programmers and two 
artists. The areas in which I focussed included: Physics, Importing Graphics, Level Design, Puzzle Design. As the 
designated group leader I also had the following responsibilities: delegating tasks, overseeing progress, dealing 
with complications, steering the projects direction in a managerial capacity.   
 

Team Size: 4         Tools: Unity Game Engine        Languages: C#, UnityScript         

Coriolis Island  
First-Person Shooter 
( http://youtu.be/YtzuRRTXDWA ) 

Supporting game to my final year project thesis “An Exploration of Motives for Esports to improve Competitive 
Game Design”. Multiple players can connect to the server, choose a team and play against one another in this 
first person shooter set on a remote island, with multiple weapon choices and scoreboards to create an 
environment in which a player can play competitively. 
 

Team Size: 1         Tools: Unity Game Engine         Languages: C 

Pig Smash 
Action Side-Scroller 
( http://youtu.be/a5Mx9Ivtx2M ) 

 

Side scrolling shooter game where the player has a limited time to destroy as many flying pigs possible with the 
aid of magical stars that when collected provides the player with one of 3 buffs to aid them in their battle.   

 
Team Size: 1      Tools: Adobe Flash Professional    Languages: ActionScript 2.0     

Knight of The Crusade 
Optimisation RPG Scene 
( http://youtu.be/SJ6wa3CnR9c ) 

A game created in order to optimise all assets of a game scene to run smoothly on a lower spec machine, 
tested using multiple APIs, using various model types and rendering techniques. The scene is set from a first 
person point of view in a medieval themed world. 
 

Team Size: 1         Tools: Irrlicht Game Engine         Languages: C++           

World War II : Base Defense 
Tower Defense 
( http://youtu.be/25iQqgW_6M8 ) 

Traditional Tower Defence game where the player places army troops, tanks and helicopters to kill off 
incoming enemies before their base is over-run. As the game progresses the player earns more points to 
upgrade their defences. 
 

Team Size: 1           Tools:  Microsoft XNA Game Studio           Languages: C# 

The Rainbow Apocalypse 
Hack & Slash 

Set in a post-apocalyptic world once known for its vivid shades and hues, an army of the dead, comprised of 
historical figures from a variety of different times, has risen and is rendering the world devoid of all colour. 
Using a top down view tracking camera, the player undertakes the role of a magician armed with a rainbow 
staff and manoeuvres through each level destroying all zombies in their path. With each felled enemy colour is 
slowly restored to the world. 
 

Team Size: 3           Tools:  StencylWorks           Languages: Haxe 

Film Database 
iOS/Android Application  
 

This application was designed to allow users to search for a film which connects to a film database API and 
returns results such as film synopsis, image cover, reviews and ratings. The application was created on both 
Android and iOS. 

Team Size: 1           Tools:  Netbeans/Xcode           Languages: Java/Objective-C 

Project Thor 
Gaming Console 

This project involved constructing and testing the THOR Games Console. To do this each component had to be 
soldered onto a circuit board. The console was then connected to a TV to display a series of test results 
showing the console functioned correctly. Upon completion it was possible to play games such as Bomberman. 

Hobbies &Interests   
 

Video Games   
 

 
My affinity for gaming became apparent to me after the (4

th
) completion of Sonic the Hedgehog, following being gifted my first 

gaming console; a Sega. This discovery led to an exploration of various platforms/genres that stimulated my desire to 
understand and participate in games. Coupled with my own personal originality, this intrigue incited a nascent desire to create.   
 
In these past few years I have found myself enjoying the more competitive elements of team based strategy games and 
achieved Master rank in Overwatch, following my introduction to the MOBA genre via the game Dota 2. 

 
Other 

 
In my spare time I occupy myself with designing and producing ‘cosplay’ costumes based on game /anime characters, and 
attend conventions throughout the UK. This passion has extended abroad to more distant events such as Dota 2’s “The 
International” in Seattle, Washington where this hobby placed me on stage in the top 15 event costumes.  
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